Here's our newest glove  And here's the inside story

Our new Double-A glove is for the very serious golfer. Controlled tension at the back of the hand eliminates bagging across the palm. It also assures a taut, skin-thin fit for the life of the glove. And there's a tacky touch that lets you grip with confidence.

The leather? Cabretta. An expensive South American hide that combines delicacy with durability. We cut it by hand to guarantee uniform fit. But the real story of our new Double-A glove is inside — in those two V's that start at the thumb, and go clear across the back.

Those V's are elasticized. They give with your hand. They do away with bunching, bagging, binding. The two V's and the Double-A emblem identify this top-quality glove, tailored for those who will accept no compromise in quality or style.

You can choose your Double-A in button-back or gauntlet style, left or right. In a wide range of colors. In a full selection of men's and women's sizes. But there's only one place you can buy your Acushnet Double-A glove: in the shop run by the man who really knows the game (and your game). Your golf course professional.

ACUSHNET
Balls • Putters • Gloves • Head Covers
Sold Through Golf Course Pro Shops only.
The New... **La Costa**

La Costa Country Club is considered by experts to be one of the finest golf clubs built in the United States in years. It was chosen last year as the site of The Haig & Haig Mixed Scotch Tournament and The C. B. S. Classic.

The impressive golf car fleet at La Costa consists of one hundred deluxe Cushman Electric Golf Cars. Trojan Mileage Master Golf Car Batteries are used exclusively in the Cushmans at La Costa.

Eddie Susalla, General Manager, is shown at the left with Golf Professional Don Whitt.

LA COSTA COUNTRY CLUB, CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA
If your club is planning a watering system, face up to this nagging question:

“How can we be sure we’re not making our most expensive mistake?”
Specify Cast Iron Pipe
...you can't go wrong.

When your club makes a major investment in a sprinkling system, you can't afford a mistake. Like any other big decision, ease and speed of installation, maintenance, life expectancy of the pipe, and operating efficiency have to be considered. And this is where cast iron pipe really shines... it insures minimum disruption of play.

Cast iron pipe is used by almost all of the major tournament courses. Tested and proved for decades on courses under conditions like yours, it provides these special advantages:

- Cast iron pipe withstands surge pressures—won't burst with sudden pressure changes so often found in golf course sprinkling systems.
- Cast iron pipe taps better. Joints are as strong as the pipe itself. Pressure is easily maintained, leaks are prevented.
- Cast iron pipe doesn't freeze, crack or deteriorate due to water absorption.
- Cast iron pipe has far greater crushing strength. Back-filling can't pinch or collapse it, as it can with nonrigid, thin-wall pipe.

Why take chances when you don't have to? Invest in cast iron pipe... you can't go wrong.

**CAST IRON PIPE**
THE MARK OF PIPE THAT LASTS OVER 100 YEARS

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION • AN ASSOCIATION OF QUALITY PRODUCERS DEDICATED TO HIGHEST PIPE STANDARDS

Get help on your irrigation system plans with the industry's most complete booklet. Has vital design and installation tips and other planning aids. Mail coupon for free 20-page booklet.

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
Wallace T. Miller, Managing Director
3440-G Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60601

Please send me a copy of your booklet, "Golf Course Irrigation."

Name________________________

Position______________________

Name of Course_________________

Address_______________________

City__________________________ State________ Zip Code_________

For more information circle number 156 on card
Toro announces the new 70" Pro

...a high capacity mower priced about 40% less than you'd expect to pay

Those features above only hint at the kind of performance you'll get from Toro with the new 70" Pro. But the biggest surprise of all is its low, low price. Contact your Toro distributor now... see exactly what you'll save.
Meet the senior member of the PROFESSIONAL® family
For years the famous 76" Pro has enjoyed the reputation as the industry's most dependable workhorse. Powered with a 9.2 hp engine this unit mows up to 20 acres a day cutting as narrow a swath as 30 inches or as wide as 76 inches. Its many features include 5—6 bladed reels, "Pivot-Power" steering and convenient controls.
Reduce trouble spots and improve greens, tees, fairways, and lawn areas.

PREPARE YOUR COURSE EARLY WITH THE HENDERSON CONTOUR 18T...

Proven by many years of use on golf courses in every state. The Henderson Contour Thin-Cut gives earlier recovery from snow mold damage and winter-kill on northern courses.

The Henderson Contour Thin-Cut excels in removing winter over-seeding and speeding Bermuda green-up on southern courses.

For full information write to:

HENDERSON MFG. COMPANY
FISHER 2, ILLINOIS
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For more information circle number 126 on card
Tee off at your next Golf Club meeting with a one-hour, full-color film from the television library of Shell's Wonderful World of Golf. Your choice from many fast-moving TV matches...the only cost to you is the return postage.

For the list of free shows and details of how easy it is to order them send this coupon to Shell Oil Company, 50 West 50th Street, Room 4154, New York, New York 10020.
Wherever golf is played...

Par Aide Practice Greens Markers now available in two attractive styles. Ball easily retrieved by removing marker from cup. Marker tops are constructed of durable red plastic with white plastic numeral on three sides.